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M6  AcrAtAs collective: 
oppositionAl consciousness
Northeast Los Angeles

Acratas collective is a small collective comprised of 
individuals sharing a desire to up the ante in that 
fabulous discourse called the “social War”. We are 
openly classist, yet very friendly. We are willing to talk 
to artist, social workers, sad stalinist and Maoist (but 
if your happy go fuck yourself). www.acratas.com

K8 Ag lAgo coop
1069 Sanborn Avenue 90029  Los Angeles

The house was started sometime in 2005 when a 
woman moved down here from berkeley to go to 
school at uclA. she wanted to start a co-operative 
living situation in los Angeles and make it as 
sustainable as possible. she recruited some local 
left-minded activists and primitivist who were able 
to transform the cemented backyard parking lot into 
a functioning garden. i moved in september 2006 
when only one of the originals was still there. At that 
time we had two people living outside, one in the 
basement and i think another eight or nine inside.

  AnArchA l.A.
Throughout Los Angeles

Anarcha l.A. is a group of anarchists, feminists, 
and non-gender conforming individuals. We work 
towards building an egalitarian world free of 
patriarchy, capitalism, and all forms of oppression 
and hierarchy, through creative direct action, study 
groups, collaborative publications, and community 
outreach. www.anarchala.org

 artspA
Around Los Angeles

artspa currently exists as a shifting public and 
private forum, subtly amplifying the connective 
tissue(s) of los Angeles, the art-and-then-
somes-artistswritersdancersmusicians[...] + 
practitionersofmassageyogamindfullnesswellness[...] 
-weaving energetically among bodies and spirits and 
minds, as they co-habit the contexts of the aesthetic, 
the individual, and the relational.  
www.plus1plus1plus.org/artspa/

B

M6 BArf spAce collective
5676 York Boulevard  Los Angeles 90042

A multi-purpose center for the investigation, 
instigation, practice, and exploration of desert 
and edible plant life, informal education, 
temporary businesses, tattoos, talk, folk, punk 
and experimental music radio and concerts, live 
art, backyard livestock, fluxallofus, record distro 
(aka Margin Mouth), mutual aid, screen and block 
printing, eternal telethon, scavenging, large pots 
for cooking.

J9 the Bicycle Kitchen/lA BicicocinA
706 N Heliotrope Drive  Los Angeles 90029

our mission is to promote the bicycle as a fun, safe, 
and accessible form of transportation, to foster 
healthy urban communities, and to provide a wel-
coming space to learn about building maintaining, 
and riding bicycles. www.bicyclekitchen.com

M6 BiKe oven
3706 N Figueroa Street  Los Angeles 90065

“The Bike oven in highland park doesn’t get enough 
credit, it functions like the Bike Kitchen sharing 
bike tools, and is smack dab in the middle of the 
community not surrounded by cafes and shit. try 
the $1 tacos from the driveway around the corner!” 
www.bikeoven.com

H10 BiKeroWAve
12255 Venice Boulevard  Mar Vista 90066

Bikerowave is a bicycle repair collective, much like 
Bike Kitchen or Bike oven. We provide space, tools 
and equipment in order to effectively teach people 
how to build, repair, and maintain their bicycles. 
We are a not-for-profit all volunteer member run 
organization. our goal is to empower cyclists with 
the basic knowledge to maintain their steed, as well 
as enable them to more easily connect with the 
cycling community. www.bikerowave.org

C

L7 cAliforniA grAyWAter corps
3400 Holyoke Drive  Los Angeles 90065

We install residential graywater systems that recycle 
laundry and bath water for landscape irrigation. 
These systems save freshwater, reduce sewage load, 
replenish local groundwater, reduce civic energy use, 
and save money while keeping your garden green. 
www.graywatercorps.com

K7 chAlupoWicz leonArdo
Corner of Landa and Maltman Streets  
in Silver Lake

Backyard beekeeper. insert oneself in the nature 
continuum and enjoy the blessings.

L10 chArlie’s coMpound
Los Angeles River, South of Olympic

The compound is basically a half-mile stretch of 
riverbed hillside between two warehouses and a 
parking lot. charlie carved the whole chingadera by 
hand, first forging an encampment space and then 
working his way through the bamboo forest to create 
an elaborate path filled with his amazing landscape 
architecture, gardens and artwork he lets local kids 
paint on the walls. The building owners love him, 
and so do many locals, mostly river rats and graffiti 
writers as well as a few local movie people who are 
the reason he spruced up his front door signage. 
charlie uses the hillside areas for his gardens where 
he grows tons of various fruits and veggies, he gives 
the surplus to local churches and homeless. The 
ground level pathway meanders through bamboo 
clumps and is decorated from head to toe with 
various odds and ends charlie has found which  
give it a disneyland cum swapmeet magical feel.

L8  chinAtoWn freeWAy 
off rAMp gArden
Hill Street off-ramp of the 110 Fwy W.

At the foot of the freeway exit ramp, where the 
college street cul-de-sac meets it, hard up against a 
cyclone fence, in a narrow strip of dirt, is one of the 
most intensely maintained vegetable gardens. The 
soil is beautifully worked and the crops are always 
bountiful.

L7 cocos vAriety
2427 Riverside Drive  Los Angeles 90039

This is a funny space that just popped up, i don’t 
really know what their deal is, and their more 
traditional than i like for my bike institutions, but 
they’ve got some of the best used parts in town, plus 
an awesome water dispenser system that still draws 
in little old ladies from frog town and their right 
around the corner from the fletcher Bridge park 
on the river (which recently got an extension to the 
bike path on the north side), where all the morons in 
their cars fly right by the serene glendale narrows 
and the trickling water is best enjoyed through 
stoned colored glasses.

L10 cold storAge (former site)
1168 E. 5th Street  Los Angeles 90013

A refrigerated warehouse that is a link in the 
industrial globalized food chain. during its 
construction it was the site of 35 artist projects 
including land claims, sound, sweeping, carmadas, 
choreography, peace, bicycling, mapping, blimps, 
street battles, festivals, laughing, games, workshops, 
typing, dancing, writing, and failure.

P9  coMMon ground gArden 
progrAM MAster gArdener 
volunteers
4800 E. Cesar E. Chavez Avenue   
Los Angeles 90022  
Gardens throughout Los Angeles County.

since 1978, the common ground garden program 
has helped los Angeles county residents garden, 
grow their own food, and healthfully prepare it. 
We aim to serve the poor and underrepresented. 
By training community volunteers, we empower 
neighborhoods to create their own solutions. our 
Master gardener volunteers work primarily with 
community gardens, school gardens, seniors, 
and homeless and battered women’s shelters. in 
2008, 181 Master gardeners volunteered 9,272 
hours serving 87,376 low-income gardeners in los 
Angeles county at 28 community gardens, 46 school 
gardens, 15 shelter gardens, 5 senior gardens, and 13 
fairs and farmers markets. celosangeles.ucdavis.edu/
common_ground_garden_program

M6 cooKing collective
Northeast Los Angeles

The cooking collective is a small group of people who 
each separately cook one large meal a week with enough 
food to feed all the participating families. We then meet 
and swap the dishes so each person goes home with 
several different home-cooked entrees ready to heat 
up during the week. This has saved us time and money 
and has built a community of support that is always 
available. www.cookingcollective.org

E

M6 eAst side BreWers
Silver Lake to Highland Park to Lincoln Heights 
to Boyle Heights

We are a collection of home brewers looking to brew 
great beer on the east side of los Angeles.  
currently we are looking for a permanent home. 
www.eastsidebrew.com

K8 echo pArK filM center
1200 N. Alvarado Street  Los Angeles  90026

A non-profit media arts organization committed 
to providing equal and affordable community 
access to film/video resources via five channels: 
a neighborhood microcinema, free and nominal 
cost education programs, a comprehensive film 
equipment and service retail department, a green-
energy mobile cinema and film school, and a touring 
film festival showcasing local established and 
emerging filmmakers. www.echoparkfilmcenter.org

K8 the echo pArK tiMe BAnK
1200 N. Alvarado Street Los Angeles  90026

The echo park time Bank (eptB) is a local exchange 
system designed to inspire trust and reciprocity. it is 
a group of individuals working towards empowering 
the community by facilitating cooperative trade. 
our primary purpose is to serve as a bridge between 
people from different economic, social and ethnic 
backgrounds by providing the opportunity for 
interaction through the exchange of services.  
time Banking is built on the idea that each of us  
has unique gifts, talents and resources to share,  
and that everyone’s time is equal. The eptB aims  
to encourage systemic social change, economic  
equality and community empowerment.  
www.echoparktimebank.com

K9 eco villAge
117 Bimini Place  Los Angeles 90004

We are a neighborhood in the built-out Wilshire 
center/Koreatown area working toward becoming 
a demonstration of healthy urban community. our 
whole-systems approach to community development 
tries to integrate the social, economic and physical 
aspects of neighborhood life to be sustainable over 
the long term. eco-villagers intend to achieve and 
demonstrate high-fulfillment, low-impact living 
patterns, to reduce the burden of government, and 
to increase neighborhood self-reliance in a variety of 
areas such as livelihood, food production, energy and 
water use, affordable housing, transit, recreation, 
waste reduction and education. We also plan to 
convert the housing in the neighborhood from rental 
to permanently affordable cooperative ownership. 
www.laecovillage.org

O8 el sereno coMMunity gArden
5466 Huntington Drive  Los Angeles 90032

We are a non profit community garden out of  
el sereno. it’s run by volunteers no one gets paid. 
We are just a group of residents planting our own 
food trying to save a buck or two in these hard times 
and eating healthy. our garden also has a space that 
is free to the public to use for fundraising. We run 
on no electricity and we do our own watering no 
irrigation system.

J10 everydAy soAp
2318 W. 31 Street  Los Angeles 90018

A soapmaking shack in Jefferson park, just behind 
the pawn shop we (the royal we) make soap from 
oils and lye and sometimes some nice scents. A very 
small production run, primarily for personal use and 
gifts. homemade soap is the bomb!

F

K9 fAllen fruit
921 Robinson Street  Los Angeles 90026

We are three artists (david Burns, Matias 
viegener, and Austin young) in a long-term 
collaboration whose focus is on urban space, ideas 
of neighborhood and new forms of citizenship and 
community. All the work is through the lens of fruit 
as a cultural object, and among our objectives is to 
encourage the planting, harvesting and sharing of 
public fruit. Many of our activities are communal 
and participatory, such as jam-making sessions. 
www.fallenfruit.org

M6 figueroA ArMs ApArtMents
4125 S. Figueroa Street  Los Angeles 90037

housing co-op.

K8 food not BoMBs (Sunday, DTLA)
1069 Sanborn Avenue  Los Angeles 90029

We are the chapter of food not Bombs that cooks at 
the Ag lago co-op in silver lake on sundays starting 
at 2:30pm. We share food in pershing square at 
about 6pm. 

I9 fort hAuser
Washington Boulevard and Hauser Boulevard  
Midcity  Los Angeles

fort hauser—named by a man walking—is a 
temporary gallery made out of cardboard and  
2 x 4s, about 8 feet cubed. When open, tables are 
set up next to the bus stop bench with paint and 
markers. in an event people were asked if they’d 
like to design their own personal dream fort on the 
paper. Andrew asked if they would like to pause in 
the gallery as a way to seek refuge from the bustle 
of the street.

K8  full circle gArdening/
lorA MAy hAll
1156 N Coronado Street  Los Angeles 90026

My yard is a backyard nursery. i grow organic 
vegetable and herb seedlings as well as succulents 
and other miscellaneous plants to sell at local 
farmer’s markets. i have five chickens and four worm 
composting bins. i also harvest rainwater.  
www.full-circlegardening.com

G

K8 george’s BiKes
South side of Sunset Boulevard in Silver Lake 
near the intersection of Waterloo

There’s a guy named george who’s posted up on 
sunset near the intersection of Waterloo in echo 
park. he sells bikes right on the street; this incredible 
mix of los Angeles street food and the burgeoning 
bike culture, a shop without walls. There’s a guy who 
has a van full of tools that can be found at this spot 
too, and george and him have a sort of working 
relationship, the one passing customers, bikes, tips, 
etc. to the other and vice versa. ride up and he’ll 
immediately offer you a seat in one of his fold up 
chairs. he’s an old school conversationalist.

M13 gloBAl voices for Justice (gvfJ)
1714 East Erie Street, Unit C   
Long Beach 90802

gvfJ documents political, academic, social, 
artistic and cultural events, producing programs 
that are broadcast on pacifica radio nationwide 
as well as video programs available to progressive 
tv outlets. gvfJ is a conduit of information on 
current activities, speakers, and events, and we 
are committed to exploring the problems facing 
us today—not in a republican or democratic 
framework—but from a local, national and global 
perspective.

I9 green JeAns
Carmona Avenue, Mid-City  Los Angeles

i am not part of an organized group yet. But last year 
i extended my backyard garden to the front yard in 
an effort to promote the concept of local gardening/
neighborhood sufficiency, and  urban food needs. 
i also mentor a student in growing through 
growfriends.org

L4 guerrillAreAds
Latitude 34.197227  
Longitude 118.259242  Tongva Peak

guerrillareads is an online video literary magazine 
that encourages writers to hold guerrilla readings in 
the streets, then video themselves doing it and share 
that with the wider world. A “guerrilla reading” is a 
reading of a literary work that takes place out in the 
real world, not in the rarefied atmosphere of your 
local bookstore, library, conference facility or sports 
arena. guerrilla readers take literature to places 
where literature is not expected, perhaps even not 
wanted. www.guerrillareads.com

H

M6 the highlAnd pArK co-op
212 N Avenue 58  Los Angeles 90042

The highland park co-op is a small buyers co-op. We 
have pot lucks and trade produce and are hoping to 
grow into a larger scale member owned and operated 
co-op. We promote food awareness and human 
connectivity.

L7 hillside produce cooperAtive
Glassell Park Hills in the 90065 zip code

The hillside produce cooperative is a free 
neighborhood monthly exchange of all the fruits, 
vegetables, herbs and flowers we grow in our yards. it 
is a collective in which we all get to enjoy some of what 
everyone grows in exchange for contributing what we 
don’t want or won’t use ourselves. no food is wasted 
and we all get a variety of fresh local produce to eat for 
free. www.hillsideproducecooperative.org

L8 hM157
3110 N Broadway  Los Angeles 90031

We have hosted and promoted lectures and films 
for community groups like the soA Watch that 
are human rights advocates. We have had a native 
Medicinal plant workshop with a very special 
chumash Medicine Woman named cecilia garcia. 
We are collaborating with the secretary of the lincoln 
heights neighborhood council in the creation of 
the first lincoln heights outdoor community Art 
gallery and permaculture garden in our big front 
yard, we have offered free music classes for children 
and we host a by-monthly square dance social that 
makes people laugh and actually touch strangers.

G10 hoMe of frAnces Anderton
Highland Avenue Ocean Park  Santa Monica.

My family and i live in a modest apartment in a 
walkable neighborhood in santa Monica (rather than 
buying a house in a more affordable but distant, 
and thereby car-dependent, area). i have cycled to 
work everyday as long as i can remember. We bike 
or walk our daughter to school, and we have created 
a vegetable garden on our deck. While the six-
apartment building is not a commune, it is intensely 
communal, with shared amenities (like washing 
machines) and shared friendships, offering a sense 
of collectiveness that is far preferable to the isolation 
and inefficiency of a single family home.

K7 hoMegroWn evolution house
1327 McCollum Street  Los Angeles 90026

A home in silver lake is a laboratory for old 
fashioned home economics; fowl, vegetables, fruit, 
greywater, solar ovens etc.  
www.homegrownevolution.com

I

K10 iMprentA 
705 S Rampart Boulevard  Los Angeles 90057

imprenta is a project space committed to building a 
platform where art and politics meet. it is organized 
by ryan innoye, Wu ingrid tsang, and nicolau 
vergeiro. located in the MacArthur park area of los 
Angeles and housed in a former printshop next door 
to the silver platter, imprenta functions as a site for 
projects, workshops, discussions, and screenings; 
an hiv and legal clinic for trans communities; and a 
quarterly publication. www.imprentala.org

J10 islAnds of lA
San Vicente Blvd & McCarthy Vista, Carthay, 
Los Angeles 

This is a large, pedestrian accessible island nestled in 
a small community in Mid-Wilshire. it is part of an 
archipelago along san vicente Boulevard Most of the 
islands in the san vicente Archipelago are remnants 
of the streetcar system in los Angeles. A group of 
20-30 people could peaceably gather on this island. 
www.islandsofla.org

O8 islAnds of lA
Huntington Dr N between El Sereno Ave and 
Rosemead Ave, El Sereno, Los Angeles

This is a long narrow median. it is part of an 
archipelago of islands on huntington drive. Most 
of these islands are suitable for gathering but some, 
like this one, are more aptly used by someone with 
a sign wishing to express their view to drivers, 
fruit vendors, or homeless individuals requesting 
donations. www.islandsofla.org

J

K9  JournAl of Aesthetics 
And protest (JoAAp)
3424 Council Street  Los Angeles 90004

A weirdo think-tank. publishers and something like 
artists, kinda like activists. www.joaap.org

K

K9 KillrAdio
3806 Beverly Boulevard  Los Angeles 90004

A collective of d.j.’s for the proliferation of 
anticorporate and noncorporate internet radio.  
www.killradio.org

K8, K9, and J10
the KnoWledge-shAre study group 

Echo Park, Koreatown, Downtown,  
and Eagle Rock

What is it? The Knowledge-share study group is a 
place for anarchists to expand their understanding 
of theory, to share their knowledge, and become 
grounded in the principles and methods of 
anarchafeminist social change.

L

N6 l.A. AnArchist.org
Happy Valley

A network to promote Autonomous Marxist, 
Anarchist, individualist, Mutualists, Anti-
authoritarian, situationist, post feminist, Queer, 
post political, nihilist communist, Anarcha feminist, 
The Movement of the free spirit in los Angeles. 
www.laanarchist.org

K9 lAev food loBBy
117 Bimini Place  Los Angeles 90004

An emerging food cooperative and food buyers club 
located in Koreatown at the los Angeles ecovillage, 
near 1st street and vermont Avenue. Members may 
order boxes of fresh produce on a weekly basis, stop 
in the Bulk room to buy other foods during open 
hours on sunday afternoon and Monday evening, 
and/or order larger amounts of bulk foods monthly 
from Azure standard, a distributor. There are no 
membership dues; all our members are asked to work 
one 1.5 to 2 hour shifts a month.  
www.urbansoil.net/wiki.cgi/lAev_food_coop

L10 lAMp Art proJect
1010 E. 7th Street  Los Angeles 90021

A professional art studio space for members of lamp 
community (a non-profit providing housing and 
services to people that had been homeless and have 
a mental diagnosis), located in the heart of skid row. 
it is an open studio, so anyone is welcome to visit 
any time we are open.

L10  los Angeles AnArchist BooKfAir 
collective
Echo Park, South Central, and N. Hollywood

A collective that organizes and facilitates the yearly 
los Angeles Anarchist Bookfair. our purpose is 
to introduce los Angeles to anti-authoritarian 
publishers, authors, and other forms of radical 
information. www.anarchistbookfair.com

L12  los Angeles childcAre collective
San Pedro

The los Angeles childcare collective provides 
childcare for punk, anarchist, and radical events 
in los Angeles. our goal is to create a supportive 
network for kids, caretakers, and allies by making 
childcare part of the greater event, providing space 
for community building, and having radical child 
raising information available. We are available to 
coordinate childcare and do workshops for events in 
southern california. jumpmamajump@yahoo.com

K7  los Angeles coMMunity 
gArden council
2658 Griffith Park Boulevard #728   
Los Angeles 90039

The los Angeles community garden council 
is a 501-c3 nonprofit organization, dedicated 
to fostering community gardens and urban 
agriculture throughout los Angeles county. The 
council is largely run by volunteers and works 
closely with other nonprofit groups and municipal 
agencies, encouraging local residents to serve their 
neighborhoods by starting and managing garden 
projects. representing over 80 community gardens 
on city land, utility property, apartment complexes, 
and private land, the garden council offers gardens 
and their leadership a variety of affordable or 
no-cost services, including group insurance, design 
assistance, mentoring, advocacy, and additional 
support as needed. www.lagardencouncil.org

K9 los Angeles filM foruM
143 N. Commonwealth Avenue #3   
Los Angeles  90004

The city’s longest running organization screening 
experimental and avant-garde film and video art, 
documentaries, and experimental animation. We 
support hand-crafted, non-commercial filmmaking. 
www.lafilmforum.wordpress.com

K10  los Angeles independent 
MediA center
MacArthur Park

The los Angeles independent Media center is 
a non-commercial, democratic collective of los 
Angeles area independent media makers and media 
outlets, and serves as the local organizing unit of 
the global indymedia network. offices formally on 
MacArthur park (later with Killradio on Beverly). 
www.la.indymedia.org

J9 los Angeles urBAn rAngers
We operate in/on field sites where fictions of any 
clean split between “nature” and “culture” break 
down (e.g. landscapes lining freeways, cell phone 
towers disguised as trees, Hollywood Boulevard 
and other urban trails, vacant downtown lots, 
Malibu’s public beaches with contested access, 
the Los Angeles River).

The los Angeles urban rangers develop guided 
hikes, campfire talks, field kits, and other interpretive 
tools to spark creative explorations of everyday 
habitats, in our home megalopolis and beyond. We 
deploy the park ranger persona to encourage the 
same brand of curiosity and engagement with usual 
(built) landscapes that many people reserve for 
yosemite, yellowstone, and other places “out there.” 
off-duty, members of our group double respectively 
as geographers, urban designers, historians, artists, 
writers, and consultants. www.laurbanrangers.org

K8 lovecrAft Biofuels (former site)
4000 Sunset Boulevard  Los Angeles 90029

not without controversy, for several years the very 
public silver lake shop was a ground zero for folks 
figuring out how to convert their gas burning cars to 
biodiesel. This location is closed.  
www.lovecraftbiofuels.com

M

K8 MAchine proJect
1200 D N. Alvarado Street  Los Angeles 90026

Machine project is a non-profit community space 
in the echo park neighborhood of los Angeles 
investigating art, technology, natural history, 
science, music, literature, and food. in our storefront 
on north Alvarado street we produce events, 
workshops, and site-specific installations using 
hands-on engagement to make rarefied knowledge 
accessible. www.machineproject.com

K7 MAKe/shift MAgAzine
Russell/Commonwealth, Los Feliz and  
Alexandria/Lily Crest, East Hollywood

Make/Shift magazine creates and documents 
contemporary feminist culture and action by 
publishing journalism, critical analysis, and visual 
and text art. Made by an editorial collective 
committed to antiracist, transnational, and queer 
perspectives, Make/Shift embraces the multiple and 
shifting identities of feminist communities. We 
know there’s exciting work being done in various 
spaces and forms by people seriously and playfully 
resisting and creating alternatives to systematic 
oppression. Make/Shift exists to represent, 
participate in, critique, provoke, and inspire more of 
that good work. www.makeshiftmag.com

K8 MAteriAls & ApplicAtions
1619 Silver Lake Boulevard   
Los Angeles 90026

Materials & Applications (M&A) is a research and 
exhibition center dedicated to pushing new and 
underused ideas in art, architecture, and landscape 
into view. our goal is to be a driving force to increase 
public participation in the built environment by 
inspiring interest in visitors with their surroundings 
while they explore the latest ideas in architectural 
design and theory on an experiential level. We 
aim to push the application of materials beyond 
what typical limits of commercial, residential, and 
traditional gallery-based projects allow, toward a more 
flourishing, living architecture. www.emanate.org

L9 the MetABolic studio
1745 N Spring Street, Unit 4   
Los Angeles 90012

derived from the greek word for change, 
“metabolism” is the process that maintains life. 
in continuous cycles of creation and destruction 
metabolism transforms nutrients into energy 
and matter. Working to sustain these cycles, the 
Metabolic studio transforms resources into energy, 
actions, and objects that nurture life. The Metabolic 
studio tends two primary areas of activity: farmlab 
(www.farmlab.org) and chora (www.chora.info).

  Midnight ridAzz
Citywide

A los Angeles establishment. if you’re smart 
enough, you realize it’s both placeless and all  
about the reclamation of place, a mobile yin/yang  
of strangers remaking the idea of what strangers on 
a dark street at night mean in this city.  
www.midnightridazz.com

M6  MilAgro Allegro 
coMMunity gArden
115 S. Ave 56  Los Angeles 90042

The Milagro Allegro community garden is a unique 
project integrating urban farming, art and education 
in the heart of the highland park neighborhood. 
garden plots are available for interested community 
members on a yearly basis. A community gathering 
space will host classes, workshops and events. local 
schools may incorporate the garden into curriculum 
or after-school activities. collaborations with local 
artists are being developed.

L8 Mound gArden
Solano Canyon and Amador Street,  
Northwest of the 110

discoveries of growing biointensive and 
collaboratively between very old friends who even 
by their nature are diverse in the tending of plants. 
routesAndMethods uses this garden for research 
into how a plot of any size (in building blocks of 
deeply dug soil mounds a human arms-width in 
diameter) can be put into high production with 
low amounts of human upkeep time and even 
occasionally ignored.

N

M5 nexus coMMunity proJects
5333 Granada Street  Highland Park 90042

We are an independent event production company, 
producing local arts and community events. Through 
our events and our profits we support individuals, 
organizations, non-profits and government agencies 
and help turn individual ideas into community 
action. got an idea? let us know. got an event?  
let it support your community.  
www.nexuscommunityprojects.org

L8  northeAst los Angeles 
BABysitting co-op
Elysian Park

This organization of six families is based on a co-op 
formed a generation ago in san francisco. hours 
spent sitting our families’ children are traded and 
tracked on an online spreadsheet. 

O

I9 [out of nothing]
444 West 3rd Street  Los Angeles 90071

[out of nothing] is an electronic publication featuring 
new works in image, sound, text and the digital arts, 
as well as works located at the intersections between 
these media. www.outofnothing.org

P

L10  pepper’s point (aka Pepper’s Peace Tunnel)
Right down the 6th Street Tunnel towards the 
7th Street Bridge, into the river, 1/2 block into 
the tunnel. Bring a flashlight and boots for ankle 
deep water.

standing under the los Angeles river looking up 
through a grate into an island you’ll be rewarded 
with a cavern of wall paintings. “you’ll see how 
amazing it is...”

H7  plAnt it forWArd:
the stArving Artist proJect
1147 Coldwater Cyn. Dr.  Beverly Hills 90210

A multi-dimensional, interdisciplinary project  
which examines a sustainable agricultural practice  
as it relates to the barter system, while referencing 
the patron/artist relationship. five large gardens 
were created, producing all types of vegetables and 
even fruit. Artists work in the garden in exchange  
for a bag full of recently harvested produce.  
www.plantitforwardla.blogspot.com

L9 pocho reseArch society
451 N. Hill Street  Los Angeles

The pocho research society (prs) is an on-going 
collaborative project that involves guerilla historians 
who reside in los Angeles. dedicated to the 
systematic investigation of place and memory, the 
prs challenges dominant constructions of local  
los Angeles history through archival projects and 
public interventions.

L10 proJect Butterfly
821 Traction Avenue, Unit #108   
Los Angeles 90013

our mission is to cross-pollinate with other 
individuals and organizations that are actively 
engaged in positive transformation. project Butterfly 
is devoted to holding space for visionaries, educators, 
guides, healers, artists and activists to communicate 
their vision, heal our planet and create unity through 
community. www.projectbutterfly.org

M8 proyecto JArdin
1718 Bridge Street  Los Angeles 90033

located in the center of an urban wilderness, 
proyecto Jardin is a community garden that has been 
helping residents in Boyle heights get in touch with 
Mother nature. The garden started as a community 
space where people can work the land collectively 
and harvest the food amongst them selves. it is 
estimated that approximately 100 families utilize 
the land to produce fruits and vegetables for their 
tables. The Jardin also hosts the monthly caracol 
Marketplace where local artisans and crafters come 
to sell products, some developed right from the 
jardin. proyectojardin.org

L8 the puBlic school
951 Chung King Rd  Los Angeles 90012

The public school is a school with no curriculum. 
currently it operates as follows: classes are proposed 
by the public; people then have the opportunity to 
sign up for the classes; finally when enough people 
have expressed interest, the school finds a teacher 
and offers the class to those who signed up. The 
public school is not accredited, it does not give out 
degrees, and it has no affiliation with the public 
school system. The public school is a framework that 
supports autodidactic activities, operating under the 
assumption that everything is in everything.  
www.la.thepublicschool.org

K10  revolutionAry AutonoMous 
coMMunities’ food progrAM
Southeast Corner of Wilshire and Parkview  
in MacArthur Park.

since the first week of november, 2007, rAc 
has distributed much needed groceries to the 
needy workers of the MacArthur park area. last 
week 200 people standing in line received food 
packages. The food program is a mutual-aid 
project where people themselves are organizing 
and distributing food in their own neighborhoods. 
This is not charity, we do not believe that change 
will happen this way. This is self-empowerment, 
where working class neo-colonies are feeding 
themselves, and organizing to feed themselves. www.
revolutionaryautonomouscommunities.blogspot.com

K9 ron MilAM consulting
117 Bimini Place, #220  Los Angeles 90004

i provide support for leaders working to transform 
southern california into a sustainable region, which 
primarily takes the form of me facilitating retreats 
for nonprofit organizations and helping them raise 
money.

s

N5  sAn gABriel vAlley 
produce cooperAtive
San Gabriel Valley

We will email you to let you know when the next 
exchange is. if you would like to participate in the 
exchange please email us back with what types of 
fruits, vegetables, herbs, or flowers you can share 
that month. Then on the appointed saturday, drop 
off your harvest at the appointed location and 
time. We will redistribute the goods and deliver an 
ultra-deluxe fantastic-farmers’-market-style bag of 
produce to your door later that afternoon for free! 
www.sgvproducecooperative.wordpress.com

M6 seA And spAce explorAtions
4755 York Boulevard  Los Angeles 90042

sea and space is a non-profit artist run gallery 
founded in June 2007. sea and space explorations 
is a portal to a place where notions of good and bad, 
market constraints, and fixations with progress are 
understood to be peripheral, where artists take risks 
without fear. This space hosts artists whose practices 
resonate with the conceptual, theoretical, relational, 
and political. www.seaandspace.org

J9 the seWing reBellion
8377 West Third Street  Los Angeles , 90048

sewing rebellion: a national campaign to stop 
shopping and start sewing! The sewing rebellion is a 
free workshop, which began @ Mess hall, in chicago 
fall of 2006. participants of the sewing rebellion are 
invited to emancipate themselves from the global 
garment industry by learning how to alter, mend 
and make their own garments and accessories! The 
sewing rebellion was instigated by frau fiber, textile 
worker and activist. organizers distribute their 
knowledge of the garment industry, pattern making 
and sewing, encouraging the reuse, renovation and 
recycling of existing garments and textiles in the 
creation of unique items tailored to individual tastes 
and body shapes. sewingrebellionla.wordpress.com

K7 silver lAKe fArMs
Silver Lake Reservoir

silver lake farms is an urban sustainable farm on a 
cul-de-sac in silver lake, los Angeles. it offers fresh 
farmers’ market flowers, garden design, gardening 
workshops and operates a csA for urban Angelenos. 
www.silverlakefarms.com  
(Note: the actual location of the farm is held close as the 
neighbor of the farm are a litigious bunch.) 

L11 south centrAl fArM (former site)
S. Alameda and E. 41st Street  Los Angeles

now an empty inactivate vacant lot this was the site 
of an incredibly vibrant14 acre community farm 
which fed families and residents of south lA.  
www.southcentralfarmers.com

J9  the  stocK exchAnge + 
Meet MArKet
Mid City Los Angeles

if you call hollywood, mid-wilshire, or K-town home 
and have a passion for food and community, we 
welcome you. The stock exchange + Meet Market 
is about taking what you have in abundance and 
sharing it with others in the neighborhood. it is 
absolutely free for everyone to participate in—how 
many things in los Angeles can you say thAt 
about? contribute whatever you have in abundance 
or can’t use (fruits, vegetables, herbs, flowers) and 
enjoy a variety of fresh local produce from your 
neighbors in return! There’s no waste and no painful 
grocery bill. it’s a great way to exchange produce, 
friendship, and community.  
www.thestockexchange.wordpress.com

H11 strophe
834 Ocean Vista Avenue #201  Los Angeles

strophe is a series of literary conversations, 
workshops, and field excursions that provides the 
opportunity for any individual engaged in cultural 
production (writers, visual artists, performing 
artists, etc.) to explore the linguistic possibilities 
inherent to his/her own aesthetic in an environment 
in which both collaboration and interdisciplinary 
work are encouraged. www.3strophe.blogspot.com

J10 the sugAr shAcK
4402 W Pico Boulevard  Los Angeles 90019.

housing co-op, hosting vegan pot lucks.

L7  sundoWn sAlon/sundoWn 
schoolhouse (former site)
Sundown Drive, Mt. Washington

sundown salon gatherings occurred on periodic 
sunday afternoons from 2001–2006 in the geodesic 
dome on sundown drive, galvanizing an extended 
community of friends, collaborators and peers 
from los Angeles and beyond through events, 
happenings, gatherings, meetings, pageantry, 
performances, shows, stunts and spectacles. in 2006 
it transformed into sundown schoolhouse, a self-
organized educational environment originally based 
in the geodesic dome. 

T

L10  technicolor tree triBe 
coop house
1438 West 28th Street  Los Angeles

We are a co-op populated by usc students and 
friends. We are working towards equality and a safe 
space for all. We strive to be a non-heirarchical, 
queer, feminist, anti-racist, anti-classist, 
environmentally conscious, mind-expanding space 
practicing consensus decision making, holding 
caucuses on oppression, and regularly sharing 
literature and attending informative events around 
los Angeles. We have a house-wide vegan cooking 
rotation, weekly meetings, a flourishing garden, diy 
workshops, and a number of feathered and four-
legged co-op members who make our house a home. 
We’re also the location that the south central food 
not Bombs chapter uses to cook.

F5  terrence McnAlly / 
A World thAt Just Might WorK
4570 Van Nuys Boulevard, #445   
Los Angeles 91403

help non-profits, foundations, public agencies, and 
progressive corporations find and share their most 
compelling messages and stories through speaking, 
training, consulting, coaching and writing. offer 
interviews in pursuit of a world that just might work 
on KpfK (90.7fm), WBAi (99.5fm, ny), at alternet.
org, and podcast at terrencemcnally.net. 

L10 toW
1450 East 6th Street  90021

toW is a hacker space designed to bring together 
people who want to make, teach and/or learn. our 
space provides equipment for working with fabric, 
metal, wood, video, audio, screen print and yeast. 
www.towdowntown.com

M6 tree And spAce
Mt. Fiji at Occidental College in Eagle Rock

A space defined by a tree planted to serve as a 
location for public art practices. it is unregulated 
and open to all to utilize. A brass marker is placed 
on location to aid in tree identification. Anyone can 
perform or do an artwork at the tree. to add it to  
the blog, please send pictures, text, or materials to 
www.treeandspace.org

U

G5 urBAn/suBurBAn ecoliterAcy
P.O. Box 7478  Torrance 90504

urban/suburban ecoliteracy is about learning the 
“language” of place - the language of where you live. 
visceral place specific knowledge and emotional/
heart connection are keys to overcoming alienation 
from a sense of belonging - not in a place – but to 
a place. Through place-specific workshops that are 
tailored for the community, we teach place-based 
earth-reading skills citizens need to know to be more 
successful in their gardens and landscapes while 
simultaneously increasing planetary awareness, 
building community, and reducing the impact and 
size of one’s ecological footprint.

v

G4  vAlley BiKery/cicleríA del vAlle
21112 Devonshire Street  Chatsworth 91311

The valley Bikery is a community organization that 
promotes and supports cycling as a sustainable, 
healthy, viable and fun method of transportation in 
the san fernando valley! We do mobile bike clinics 
in different parts of the valley at parks, farmers 
markets, festivals, subway stations, etc. We try to 
provide resources for cyclists all over the valley, as 
well as a forum for various valley cycling groups and 
university cycling groups to work together. At our 
chatsworth location, we are open saturdays 1-5pm, 
tuesdays 2-6pm, Wednesdays 1-5pm, and fridays 
1-5pm. www.valleybikery.com

I5 vAlley produce exchAnge
San Fernando Valley

We are san fernando valley residents who meet 
once a month to exchange excess produce with 
each other. do you have a garden or fruit tree in 
your yard? does it yield more produce than you can 
consume yourself? Would you like to exchange some 
of that excess produce for a wider variety of produce? 
if so our co-op might be right for you. Also, if you 
don’t have any produce to exchange you can still 
participate by volunteering your time as a harvester, 
driver or bagger. www.valleyproduceexchange.com

L10 the velAslAvAsAy pAnorAMA
1122 West 24th Street  Los Angeles 90007

located in the West Adams historic district, The 
velaslavasay panorama presents to the community 
an art form that has been all but lost due to the 
technological advancements of our time and the 
differing ways in which the public consumes mass 
entertainment. As well as serving as a showcase 
for panoramic works and living garden wonders, 
The velaslavasay panorama also hosts events 
including; film screenings, toy theatre productions, 
silent film programs, crafting meetings and other 
experimentations. www.panoramaonview.org

w

J9 WAnnA Bees
1837 Grave Avenue  Los Angeles 90028

Wanna Bees is a bee rescue group focused on bringing 
bees back one sister at a time. We come to your 
home and save a swarm from pest control and place 
the hive in a garden where it can bring sweetness 
to their garden. We also deliver a hive box to people 
who want to pollinate their garden. finally we educate 
people on the beauty of the bee and teach them 
basic beekeeping skills. Bees are vanishing all over 
the world but we can bee the change we want to see. 
www.vanishingbees.com

L11 WAtts house proJect
Area surrounding Watts Tower Arts Center East 
107th Street  Los Angeles

Watts house project is an artist-driven urban 
revitalization project centered around the historic 
Watts towers in Watts, california. Whp is a large-
scale artwork-as-urban-development engaging art 
and architecture as a catalyst for expanding and 
enhancing community. Whp operates with the 
understanding that social and economic challenges are 
tied to basic ecological problems and aims to develop 
an incremental, nuanced and sustainable model that 
marries ecological concerns and practice with social 
and cultural remedies. By creating a physical and 
social infrastructure for creativity, Whp catalyzes 
artistic production and community pride of place, 
forming partnerships that can lead to real solutions, 
hope, and change. www.wattshouseproject.org

L7 Wind in the WAttles Glassell Park
3400 Holyoke Drive  Los Angeles 90065

We are raising six chickens and using a graywater 
system to water our vegetable garden and modest 
orchard in the front yard. (so far: loquat, plum, 
avocado, guava, fig, lemon and orange). Much of the 
materials from our ongoing house remodel is recycled 
and diy and there are more projects on the way. We 
call our lil’ homestead “Wind in the Wattles”.

O10 WindchiMe house
8848 Pico Vista Road  Pico Rivera 90660

food not Bombs Whittier Kitchen, Anarchist café. 
infoshop, radical household.

?is there
 another

LA

THis is NOT a GreeN Guide. it isn’t a guide to non-
profit art spaces. it isn’t a cyclist guide, a look-book for 
an alternative city, a situationists’ derive. it is of course 
all of these things and none of these things. it is an 
incomplete collection of sites, most likely showing the 
limitations of the llano del rio collective’s ability to 
communicate.  its aim however is to help you find your 
way to another city, spatially and cerebrally.

collectivity is where this map begins. We’re hoping 
to find another city beyond our normative experience 
of it, alone, in a car, passing through. We don’t feel it 
necessary to describe contemporary los Angeles as it’s 
commonly perceived, and to do so would mean slipping 
into the ready clichés that the previous sentence already 
conjures. on the other, hand painting a picture of a 
future city would lead to utopian or distopian  images 
and ideologies with only passing relationships to actual 
practices of surviving. This map was a born of a desire 
to express emerging flows- ones we’ve felt together, 
specifically, when we haven’t been in places of cliché 
and fixed ideology. A map of another lA, presented 
here, is a map of collective practice.

post-politics can describe a political position that 
refuses the fixed terms of politics as we have known 
them: hierarchical, divisive, pedantic, legislative, 
stuck. The practices, resources and locations sited 
on this map can be said to act from a post-political 
position. And whether these collectivities are based in 
lifestyle, identity, a quest for justice, ecology, health or 
practicality- it is the stress on collective practice that 
marks them as germane. There are “anarchists” on 
this map; and several of those collectives listed herein 
practice it as a working methodology (rather than an 
armed dogma) of resisting capitalism and other forms 
of fixed and exploitative power, through practice. By 
working together to create ways to eat, play, teach, 
aid, house or transport each other in non-coercive 
manners, these practitioners are reinventing, through 
productivity, a way we can live in the city. 

The diy impulse brings many groups together to 
discover, and along the way they bump into the old city. 
This old city is felt in the form of un-bike-able streets, 
out of date agricultural laws, regressive building codes, 
secreted public lands, empty myths and stale standards 

resOurces are Tied TO THe LaNd. llano del rio was 
supposed to be los Angeles, a remote village on a river in 
a valley that is a desert, the environment seemingly harsh 
to humanity, communism flourished unbeknownst to 
the burgeoning railroad city of los Angeles.  inside and 
outside of the southern california web. here a village, 
an aqueduct, the relics of a town hall, a civic center, a 
well, the smell of mesquite and desert dust. We drove 
through fires to get there, over a couple of passes, down 
a dirt road. This village a manifestation of the unusual 
geographies of los Angeles.

The lA river, runyon canyon, Monterey pass, 
griffith park in the middle of the city, urban coyotes 
roaming through the yards of silver lake hillside 
homes, down the streets of chinatown, in the 
dumpsters behind india sweets and spices—there 
are already so many layers of life and lifestyles in los 
Angeles, when we think about nature and geographical 
formations in the city. los Angeles developed later 
than other cities, on the grid of the freeway, a city 

with no singular history museum uniting the place in 
a linear truth, los Angeles exists in secret patterns, 
in obscure wildlife, there are children in south los 
Angeles who have never been to the beach, have never 
heard of griffith park, but grow corn and beans in 
4-acre gardens on compton Avenue, know a woman 
called the seed lady who has a collection of 20,000 
heirloom seeds. Micro-communities, un-labeled by a 
political dominant fill pockets of this Mediterranean 
landscape (full of micro-climates and rogue cool 
sea breezes), the dark hollows of happy valley, the 
steepest streets in all of california with 30% grades in 
echo park. These geographies allow for secret micro-
political regions to form, there is no way a coherent, 
unified politics could exist in a city of 469 square 
miles, too much land, too much land outside of known 
purposes, unincorporated territories.

While working on this map, i noticed many high-
density areas of radical nodes. los Angeles is a city, 
but its lands are spacious and non-gridded, in the 

hills above sunset, just north of the happy foot, there 
are three farmers raising chickens and vegetables, 
the soil rich from the nearby alluvial plain—we push 
into the hills, away from asphalt, to re-imagine, just 
use the land, as it is there and fecund, a year round 
growing season, monsoons to be reckoned with (they 
collected 3,000 gallons of water at farmlab during the 
last rainstorm). We have been talking about using the 
water in the lA river to water these (future) farms. A 
connection to the land, like Wendell Berry. unlike other 
cities where bodies are stacked in metal structures, los 
Angeles is full of small houses, many built in the 1920s 
during the development of the railroad. The mountains 
go right to the sea—we remember the communes in 
the nestles and hollows of laurel and topanga canyons 
in the 1960s, father yod, nature Boy, german proto-
psychedelic off-the-gridder naturalists. from the tops 
of mountains the towers of downtown, continents of 
alternative economies in hilly or water regions, farms 
and freegan villages in the hills above el sereno, over 
the Monterey pass, anarchists without addresses, 
calling themselves neo-marxists, as a miasma on the 
map, their energy floating somewhere in the valley 

passes above highland park, cooking collectives in the 
verdugo hills, a multitude of aqua-cultural activities 
taking place in the los Angeles river, mound gardens 
nestled in solano canyon near the old tuberculosis 
cabins, the myth of the zanja Madre still found in dark 
red clay pieces in the foothills of the santa Monicas, 
in frogtown, by the original village of la nuestra 
Madre de los Angeles, at the confluence of the lA 
river and the Arroyo seco. (i took a raft down the river 
last weekend, noticed island dens and fire pits, felt 
the weight of an oar, fell asleep to gurgling , floating, 
dangling hand to water).

The lA river is a possibility of nature in the city, 
if we buy into its flows and complexities, it puts into 
question and re-contextualizes skyscrapers nearby. 
The river is actually quite clean, its waters come from 
a sewage reclamation plant in van nuys. Waters have 
been tested by the friends of the lA river, found to 
be ‘non’ toxic. pepper, who lives under the 6th street 
bridge, taught me about the eddies in the river where 
carp get stuck. he roasts them over a fire in his secret 
den. fred and others live nearby.

of vertical power.  The people on this map responding 
to the cities 1946 truck gardening ordinance are 
not “urban farming activists”, they are gardeners. 
The people on this map bringing to light the public 
right to beachfronts and traffic islands for public 
use are not working for ngo’s, they are artists and 
geographers.  The people on this map feeding the 
poor in MacArthur park are not poverty pimps or the 
church, they are practicing mutual aid. The people 
on this map painting bike lanes on to glendale 
Boulevard are not caltrans, they are cyclists.

it is not surprising that the practices on this 
map are representative of the genealogical nature 
of contemporary collectivist activity. There are the 
bicycle kitchens (Bicycle Kitchen, Bikerowave, Bike 
oven, valley Bikery…), there are the gleaning groups 
(fallen fruit, hillside produce coop and it’s many 
iterations, rAc food program), there are free-schools 
and independent think tanks (farmlab, public 
school, Makeshift, homegrown evolution, Journal 
of Aesthetics and Protest…), there are places to share 
tools and resources (indymedia, ep time Bank, toW, 
Machine, sewing rebellion, bike kitchens…), and 
spaces to share space (community gardens, urban 
rangers, Materials and Applications, islands of lA, 
sea and space, hM 157, tree and space…). some 
of these typological practitioners have pioneered 
platforms that are reproducible infinitely. The fact 
that the Bicycle Kitchen may have been the first in lA 
or the hillside produce cooperative in highland park 
was first, but maybe fallen fruit came beforehand, is 
irrelevant. What matters is these are workable models 
that go on to generate other models and practices.

We can broadly say that an other lA is an lA 
based on group tinkering. This tinkering is not 
limited to those with access and privilege.  As it is 
tinkering, not manufacturing, it has a low threshold 

for entering and is regularly done by amateurs, those 
lacking specific training, and those without much 
money. tinkering is done after work (and despite it). 
Through this tinkering our cities use is expanding. 
There literally is more good things to do for free 
together. 

Because of all of this it can be said that an 
other lA is for the hobbyist. And this remains a 
declaration, a challenge, and a living contradiction. 
if another lA is being built by amateurs, what is the 
role of the professional in building this city? can 
the challenges of twenty first century cataclysm be 
met by hobbyists? can those stumbling through the 
practices of beekeeping, bike repair, urban gardening 
and relational aesthetics successfully negotiate the 
hierarchical power of city hall, lApd, dWp, cultural 
Affairs, much less the White house and global trade 
organizations? further is there an opportunity cost 
to be paid for investing heavily in positivist practice 
to the negligence of innovation in antagonism, 
criticality, and direct confrontation?  

A common word is “possible”. it is undefined yet 
hopeful. it is vague yet certain. it is nothing but could 
be everything. it is a gamble. possibility contains all 
of the contradictions of an other lA.  it is there on 
this map for us to see; though driving around looking 
we probably and unfortunately won’t be able to see 
most of what we can on the map. We know what’s 
truly there; strip malls, super markets, mansions 
and slums, commuting, asphalt, shopping. perhaps 
though if we look enough, really get to know what’s 
going on, we can catch a glimpse of this other city 
that’s possible.

The author would like to acknowledge Erik Knutzen and  
Chris Carllson, author of nowtopia. Both strongly influenced 
this writing and this map project.
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